†a) , Student Member, Cholwich NATTEE †b) , and Thanaruk THEERAMUNKONG †c) , Members SUMMARY While classification techniques can be applied for automatic unknown word recognition in a language without word boundary, it faces with the problem of unbalanced datasets where the number of positive unknown word candidates is dominantly smaller than that of negative candidates. To solve this problem, this paper presents a corpus-based approach that introduces a so-called group-based ranking evaluation technique into ensemble learning in order to generate a sequence of classification models that later collaborate to select the most probable unknown word from multiple candidates. Given a classification model, the group-based ranking evaluation (GRE) is applied to construct a training dataset for learning the succeeding model, by weighing each of its candidates according to their ranks and correctness when the candidates of an unknown word are considered as one group. A number of experiments have been conducted on a large Thai medical text to evaluate performance of the proposed group-based ranking evaluation approach, namely V-GRE, compared to the conventional naïve Bayes classifier and our vanilla version without ensemble learning. As the result, the proposed method achieves an accuracy of 90.93±0.50% when the first rank is selected while it gains 97.26±0.26% when the top-ten candidates are considered, that is 8.45% and 6.79% improvement over the conventional record-based naïve Bayes classifier and the vanilla version. Another result on applying only best features show 93.93±0.22% and up to 98.85 ±0.15% accuracy for top-1 and top-10, respectively. They are 3.97% and 9.78% improvement over naive Bayes and the vanilla version. Finally, an error analysis is given. key words: unknown word recognition, word boundary detection, data mining, machine learning, ensemble learning
Introduction
Unknown word recognition plays an important role in natural language processing (NLP) since words, fundamental units of a language, may be newly developed and invented. Most NLP applications need to identify words in sentences before further manipulation. Word recognition can be basically done by using a predefined lexicon, designed to include as many words as possible. However, in practical, it is impossible to have a complete lexicon that includes all words in a language. Therefore, it is necessary to develop techniques to handle words not presented in the lexicon, so-called unknown words. In languages with explicit word boundary, it is straightforward to identify an unknown word and its boundary. This simplicity is not conformed to languages without word boundary (later called unsegmented language such as Thai, Japanese, Chinese), where words are running without any explicit space or punctuation mark [1] - [4] . Whereas analyzing such languages requires word segmentation, existence of unknown words made segmentation (or word recognition) accuracy lower [5] - [7] . Accurate detection of unknown words and their boundaries is mandatory towards high-performance word segmentation. As a similar task, word extraction in unsegmented languages has also been explored in several studies [8] - [12] . Instead of segmenting a running text into words, word extraction methods directly detect a set of unknown words from the text without determining boundaries of all words in the text. In Thai, our target language, major sources of unknown words are (1) Thai transliteration of foreign words, (2) invention of Thai new technical words, and (3) emerging of Thai proper names. For example, Thai medical texts often abound in transliterated words/terms or technical words/terms, related to diseases, organs, medicines, instruments or herbs, which may not be in any dictionary. In Thai news articles, it is common to find a lot of proper names related to persons, organizations, locations and so forth. Indirectly related to unknown word recognition, Thai compound word extraction and word segmentation without dictionaries were explored in [5] , [13] , [14] . Without any dictionary, these methods applied pure statistics with a kind of machine learning techniques to detect compound words by observing frequently-occurred substrings in texts. However, it seems natural to utilize a dictionary for segmentation and simultaneously recognize unknown words when substrings do not exist in the dictionary. In the past, several works [2] , [15] have been proposed to recognize both explicit and implicit unknown words. Forming from multiple contiguous words, an implicit unknown word could be detected by observing its Co-occurrence frequency. On the other hand, an explicit unknown word was triggered by an undefined substring, and its boundary could be found by first generating boundary candidates with respect to a set of predefined rules and applying statistical techniques to select the most probable one. However, one of shortcomings in most previous approaches is that they required a set of manually constructed rules to restrict generating candidates of an unknown word boundary. To get rid of this limitation, this paper proposes a method to generate a set of all possible candidates without constraining by any handcrafted rule. However, with this relaxation, a large set of candidates may be generated, inducing the problem of unbalanced class sizes where the number of positive unknown word candi-
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dates is dominantly smaller than that of negative candidates. To solve the problem, a technique called group-based ranking evaluation (GRE) is incorporated into ensemble learning, namely boosting, in order to generate a sequence of classification models that later collaborate to select the most probable unknown word from multiple candidates. As the boosting step, given a classification model, the GRE technique is applied to build a dataset for training the succeeding model, by weighing each of its candidates according to their ranks and correctness when the candidates of an unknown word are considered as one group. By experiments, the proposed method, namely V-GRE, is evaluated using a large Thai medical text.
The paper is organized as follows. A number of related works on unknown word recognition are described in Sect. 2. Section 3 states major issues associated to unknown words in word segmentation. In Sect. 4, our proposed boosting-based ensemble learning with group-based ranking evaluation (V-GRE) is presented for unknown word recognition. The results of the experiments and their error analysis are shown in Sect. 5 and Sect. 6, respectively. Finally, Sect. 7 summarizes our contributions.
Previous Works
Although research on unknown word recognition in Thai language has not been widely conducted as done in other languages, two approaches have been proposed in detecting unknown words from a large corpus of Thai texts, later called Machine Learning-based (ML-based) approach and dictionary-based approach [5] , [16] . In the ML-based approach, unknown word recognition can be viewed a process to detect new compound words in a text without a process of using a dictionary to segment the text into words. The dictionary-based approach attempts to identify the boundary of an unknown word when a system faces with a character sequence which is not registered in a dictionary during segmenting a text into a sequence of words. As an early work of the first approach, Sornlertlamvanich and Tanaka [13] had presented a method to use frequency difference between the occurrences of two adjoining sorted n-grams (a special case of sorted sistrings) to extract open compounds (uninterrupted sequences of words) from text corpora. Moreover, competitive and unified selections are applied to discriminate between an illegible string and a potential unknown word. By specifying a different threshold of frequency differences, the method can detect a various number of extracted strings (unknown words) with an inherent trade-off between the quantity and the quality of the extracted strings. As two limitations, the method requires manual setting of the threshold, and it applies only frequency difference that may not be enough to express the distinction between an unknown word and a common prefix of words. To solve these shortcomings, some works [5] , [14] , [16] , [17] applied machine learning (ML) techniques to detect an unknown word by using statistical information of contexts surrounding that potential unknown word. In [17] , a corpus-based method was presented to learn a decision tree for the purpose of extracting compound words from corpora. In the same period, a similar approach was proposed in [5] , [16] to construct a decision tree that enables us to segment a text without making use of a dictionary. It was shown that even no dictionary, the ML-based methods could achieve up to 85%-95% of word segmentation accuracy or word extraction rate. As the second approach, Kawtrakul et al. [15] used the combination of a statistical semantic segmentation model and a set of context sensitive rules to detect unknown words in the context of a running text. The context sensitive rules were applied to extract information related to such an unknown word, mostly representing a name of an entity, such as person, animal, plant, place, document, disease, organization, equipment, and activity. Charoenpornsawat et al. [2] considered unknown word recognition as a classification problem and proposed a feature-based approach to identify Thai unknown word boundaries. Features used in the approach are built from the specific information in context surrounding the target unknown words. Winnow [18] is an ML algorithm used to automatically extract features from the training corpus.
As a more recent work, Haruechaiyasak et al. [19] proposed a semi-automated framework that utilized statistical and corpus-based concepts for detecting unknown words and then introduced a collaborative framework among a group of corpus builders to refine the obtained results. In the automated process, unknown word boundaries are identified using frequencies of strings. In [20] , a comparison of dictionary-based approach and ML-based approach for word segmentation was presented where unknown word detection is implicitly handled. Since either of the dictionarybased and ML-based approaches has its advantages, most previous works [2] , [5] , [15] combined them to handle unknown words. Although several works have been done in both approaches, they have some shortcomings: 1) most works dominantly separated learning process from word segmentation process, 2) they used only local information to learn a set of rules for word segmentation/unknown word detection by a single-level learning process (a single classifier), and 3) they required a set of handcrafted rules to restrict generating candidates of an unknown word boundary. To overcome these disadvantages, this work provides a framework to combine word segmentation process with learning process that utilizes long-distance context in learning a set of rules for unknown word detection in word segmentation process, where no manual rules are required. Moreover, our learning process also occupies boosting techniques to improve classification accuracy.
Thai Unknown Words as Word Segmentation Problems
Most word segmentation algorithms used a lexicon (or a dictionary) to parse a text at the character level. In general, when a system meets an unknown word, three possible segmented results can be expected as an output. The first one is to obtain one or more sequences of known words from an unknown (out-of-dictionary) word, especially for the case of a compound word. For example, " " (meaning: a kind of mango) can be segmented into " " (meaning: mango), " " (meaning: breast), and " " (meaning: crack). All of these subwords are found in the lexicon. The second one is to gain a sequence of unknown segments which are undefined in the lexicon. For example, we cannot detect any subword from an out-of-dictionary word " " (meaning: Anesthetic) since all of its substrings do not exist in the dictionary. The last one is to get a sequence of known words mixed with unknown segments. For instance, an unknown word " " (meaning: Leukemia) can be segmented into two portions: an unknown segment (" ", meaning: unknown) and a known word (" ", meaning: wife).
In terms of processing, these three different results can be interpreted as follows. When we get a result of the first type, it is hard for us to know whether the result is an unknown word since it may be misunderstood to be multiple words existing in a dictionary. This type of unknown words is known as a hidden unknown word. Called as an explicit unknown word, the second type is easily recognized since the whole word is composed of only unknown segments, Namely a mixed unknown word, a third-type unknown word is also hard to recognize since the boundary of the unknown word is unclear.
Furthermore, it is also difficult for us to distinguish between the second and the third type. However, the second and third types will have unknown segments, later called unregistered portions, that trigger us to know existence of an unknown word. In this paper, we only focus on recognition of an unknown word of the second and third types, later called a detectable unknown word.
The Proposed Method
The proposed method consists of three processes: (1) unregistered portion detection, (2) unknown word candidate generation and reduction, and (3) unknown word identification. The overview of the process is shown in Fig. 1 . The details of these processes are given in sequence.
Unregistered Portions Detection
Normally when we apply word segmentation on a Thai running text with some unknown words, we may face with a number of unrecognizable units due to out-of-vocabulary words. Moreover, without any additional constraints, an existing algorithm may place segmentation boundaries at obviously incorrect positions. For example, the system may place an impossible word boundary between a consonant and a vowel. To resolve such obvious mistakes, recently several works [14] , [19] , [21] - [23] have applied a useful concept, namely a Thai Character Cluster (TCC) [5] , [16] , which is defined as an inseparable group of Thai characters based on the Thai writing system. Unlike word segmentation, segmenting a text into TCCs can be completely done without error and ambiguity by a small set of predefined rules. The result from TCC segmentation can be used to guide word segmentation not to segment at unallowable positions. To detect unknown words, TCCs can be used as basic units of processing.
Using techniques originally proposed in [24] , this paper employs the combination of TCCs and the LEXiTRON dictionary [25] to facilitate word segmentation. In this work, the longest word segmentation [26] is applied to segment the text from either left-to-right (LtoR) or right-to-left (RtoL) manner and then the results are compared to select one with the minimum number of unregistered portions. If the number of unregistered portions from LtoR longest matching equals to that of RtoL, the result of the LtoR longest matching will be selected. An example of unregistered portions detection in a Thai text are graphically shown as D 1 -D 3 in Fig. 2 . The figures show three detected unregistered portions, e.g., " (pronounce: ke)", " (pronounce: none)", and " (pronounce: none)". Here, a semi-colon mark is a TCC separator, the known words are surrounded by parentheses, the unregistered portions are surrounded by square brackets, the special characters are surrounded by curly braces, and the underlined string is a marker word as a clue for unknown word reduction process.
Unknown Word Candidate Generation and Reduction
Similar to techniques in [2] , [15] , for candidate generation, ±h TCCs surrounding an unregistered portion are merged to form an unknown word candidate. By this setting, (h + 1) 2 possible candidates can be generated for each unregistered portion. For example, in Fig. 2 , the number of possible candidates is 100 when h is set to nine as the set of D 5 when the original text D 1 is segmented into TCCs as shown by D 2 and the unregistered portions " (pronounce:
Since, a word in Thai cannot comprise of any special characters, it is possible to have a smaller number of candidates using surface constraints, such as space or punctuation. To filter out unrealistic candidates, two sets of separation markers are considered. The first set contains four types of marker words, such as (1) Conjunctives words: e.g., "
" (meaning: when), " " (meaning: Besides this) etc., (2) Preposition words: e.g., " " (meaning: since), " " (meaning: for) etc., (3) Adverb words: e.g., "
" (meaning: at this moment), " " (meaning: more than) etc., and (4) Special verbal words: e.g., "
" (meaning: means), " " (meaning: comprised with) etc. The second set includes five types of special characters as follows: (1) Interword seperations: i.e., a white space, (2) Punctuation Marks: e.g., ?, -, (. . . ) etc., (3) General typography signs: e.g., %, etc., (4) Numbers: including both Arabic (0, . . . , 9) and Thai ( , . . . , ) numbers, and (5) Foreign characters: English alphabets (including capital letters).
For example, in Fig. 2 , the output with the consideration of special characters and marker words is shown by the set of D 6 . From the figure, the number of generated unknown word candidates was reduced from 100 to 42 after both special characters and marker words are employed. In this case, the string " " (meaning: Besides this), the underlined part in D 3 , is a marker word.
Unknown Word Identification
In the past, most previous works on Thai unknown word recognition [2] , [15] , [19] treated unknown word candidates independently. However, in the real situation, a set of candidates generated from an unregistered portion, should be considered dependently and treated as a group.
In the learning process, each candidate in a group is labeled as a positive or negative instance. Although several candidates can be generated from an unregistered portion, typically only few (just one or two) candidates are the potential unknown words. This phenomenon forms an unbalanced dataset problem. For example, Fig. 3 shows the rank of each candidate generated (D 6 in Fig. 2 ), where only two out of fourty two candidates are eligible unknown words, i.e., rank 1 and 32. After the ranking process, the most probable candidate is selected as a suggested unknown word, e.g., D 7 in Fig. 2 .
Moreover, Fig. 4 showed the percentage of positive examples against the number of negative examples in log scale when h is varied to 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.
Feature Extraction
As stated in the previous section, TCCs are used as processing units. We therefore use a sequence of TCCs instead of a sequence of characters to denote an unknown word candidate. To specify whether a candidate is the most probable unknown word or not, a set of suitable features need to be considered. In this work, several statistics collected from context around an unknown word can be considered as features. Next, in order to fasten the process to collect statistics from a text, we apply the algorithm in [27] that utilizes sorted sistrings. For each sistring (i.e., unknown word candidate), eight types of features, (f1)-(f8), are extracted. To explain these features, the following description is first given.
Let A be a set of possible Thai characters, B be a set of possible TCCs, E be a set of possible special characters, of S , respectively. As one restriction, no special character is allowed in S . With the above description, eight features, (f1)-(f8), can be formally defined in sequence as follows.
(f1) Number of TCCs (N t )
The number of TCCs can be used as a clue to detect unknown words.
Intuitively, several unknown words are technical words each of which is a transliteration of an English technical term, and many of them are very long.
For example, the sistring " " (meaning: Cyclopentanoperhydropheanthrene) may be detected as an unknown word, representing a chemical substance name with nineteen TCCs. Formally, the number of TCCs in an unknown word candidate S , N t (S ), can be defined as follows.
Similar to the number of TCCs, the number of characters in a sequence is another factor to determine whether the sequence is a potential word or not. Concretely, an unknown word tends to be long. Formally, the number of characters in an unknown word candidate S can be defined as follow.
(f3) Number of known words (N w )
Like several languages, some unknown words in Thai language can be viewed as a compound word that contains a number of known words. Therefore, when we recognize a sistring as an unknown word, the number of known words in such sistring can be used as a clue to identify whether the sistring is an unknown word or not. For example, an unknown word candidate " " (Mae-Hong-Son district) comprises of three components; (1) (meaning: mom), (2) (meaning: unknown), and (3) (meaning: teach). The first and the last components are known words in the dictionary while the second is not. That is, the number of known words in this candidate equals to two. The number of known words can be defined as follows.
where S [a:b] is a substring of S starting from a to b.
(f4) Sistring Frequency (N f )
The sistring frequency is useful information for determining whether the sistring is a word. The number of occurrences of a sistring which is an unknown word tends to be higher than that of a sistring which is not possible to be a word. The definition of sistring frequency is as follows. The variety expresses the potential TCCs which come before or after a string. It implies the impurity or uncertainty. Left (Right) variety is defined as the number of distinct TCCs that actually occur before (after) an unknown word candidate. The high varieties of distinct TCCs on the left-hand side (right-hand side) is one of indicators to guess whether the candidate should be detected as an unknown word. We therefore used the number of distinct TCCs on the left and right-hand side as a feature. The definitions of left and right TCC variety are as follows. The probabiblity that a special character co-occured on the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the considering candidate indicates that the candidate is located near delimiters and should be detected as an unknown word. We, therefore, used them as a feature. The definitions of probability of a special character on left and right (Lv and Rv) are as follows.
Ls(S
where C[d:e] is a substring of C starting from d to e and d, e range from 1 to |C|, N f (S ) returns a number of unknown word candidate S occurred in the corpus.
(f7) Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)
The inverse document frequency is a good measurement to specify the importance of a sistring. Since an unknown word is a word that does not happen frequently in several documents, but it appears frequently in only some specific documents. In addition, the high IDF means the sistring is likely to be a unknown word. It was obtained by dividing the number of all documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then taking the logarithm of that quotient. The formal definition of IDF(S) (the inverse document frequency of S) is as
where log is the natural logarithm, |D| is the total number of documents in the corpus, and |D S | is the number of documents where S appears.
(f8) Term Frequency with Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF)
The TFIDF is a weight often used in information retrieval and text mining. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word in a document in a collection or corpus is. The importance increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. The definition of TFIDF(S) is as
Emsemble Classification with Group-Based Ranking Evaluation Technique
This section describes four main aspects of our proposed approach in learning an ensemble classifier for identifying unknown words.
As the first aspect, exploiting the features extracted from the training corpus, naïve Bayesian is applied to learn a base classifier to assign a probability to each unknown word candidate, representing how likely the candidate is a suitable unknown word for an unregistered portion. Second, a mechanism namely Group-based Ranking Evaluation (GRE) is introduced to select the most probable unknown word for an unregistered portion with the consideration of ranking in a group of unknown word candidates generated from the same unregistered portion at a specific location.
Third, a GRE-based boosting is employed to generate a sequence of classifiers, where each consecutive classifier in the sequence works as an expert in classifying instances that were not classified correctly by its preceding classifier and a confidence weight is given to each generated classifier based on its GRE-based performance. Fourth, a so-called Voting Group-based Ranking Evaluation (V-GRE) technique is implemented to combine the results obtained from a sequence of classifiers in classifying a test instance, with the consideration of the confidence weight of each classifier. The details of these aspects are illustrated in order as follows.
(1) Naïve Bayesian Classification Based on naïve Bayesian method, the probability that a generated candidate c (characterized by a set of features F = { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f |F| }) is an unknown word, can be defined as follows.
where p(+|c) is the probability that the candidate c is an unknown word, p * (+|c) is the unnormalized probability that the candidate c is an unknown word (positive class), and p * (−|c) is the unnormalized probability that the candidate c is not an unknown word (negative class), p(+) (or p(−)) is the prior probability that the class is positive (or negative), P( f i |+) (or P( f i |−)) is the probability that the feature is f i when the class is positive (or negative). Here, both p * (+|c) and p * (−|c) are derived from the independence assumption of naïve Bayesian. For continuous attributes ( f i ), Gaussian distribution with smoothing can be applied as follows.
where μ (+) (or μ (−) ) is the mean of the positive (or negative) class, σ (+) (or σ (−) ) is the standard deviation of the positive (or negative) class, and is a small positive constant used for smoothing to resolve sparseness problem. It is set to 0.000001 in our experiments.
(2) Group-based Ranking Evaluation Unlike the evaluation model in a traditional classifier, our proposed technique Group-based Ranking Evaluation (GRE) [28] , [29] categorizes all candidates produced by the same unregistered portion location into the same group. This technique ranks all candidates with respect to their group based on their probabilities to be an unknown word, and selects then the candidate with the highest probability within that group as the potential prediction for the unknown word.
where c i is the most probable candidate of the i-th group, G i is a group of candidates generated from the i-th unregistered portion, and p(+|c) is the probability that c is an unknown word. To be more flexible, it is also possible to relax to accept top-t candidates as the potential unknown words.
(3) GRE-based Boosting
AdaBoost [30] is a technique to repeatedly construct a sequence of classifiers based on a base learning method. In this technique, each instance in the training set is attached with a weight (initially set to 1.0). On each iteration, the base learning method constructs a classifier using all instances in the training set, and with their weights showing the importance. After evaluation the obtained classifier, the weights of the misclassified examples are increased to make the learning method focus more on the misclassified examples in the next iteration. Originally, AdaBoost evaluates each instance and updates its weight individually. This technique is not suitable for the unknown word data that we treat them as groups of unknown word candidates. We then propose a new technique called "GRE-based Boosting" to efficiently apply Ad- aBoost technique to the unknown word data. In this technique, a weight is assigned to each group of candidates. After constructing a base classifier, each group is evaluated' based on the GRE technique explained in the previous section. The classifier is considered to misclassify a group when the top ranked candidate in the group is not a correct unknown word. The weight of that group is then increased to make the group be more focused in the next iteration. Figure 5 shows the overall process of the proposed GRE-based boosting technique. Initially, T 1 , a training set with all groups weighted by 1.0, are fed to INDUCER, a base learning method, in order to generate a classifier m 1 . The obtained model is passed to GRE-INCOR to evaluate and obtain the misclassified groups. Then, α 1 , a confidence weight of the classifier, and β 1 , a ratio of success to unsuccess rate, are calculated from the misclassifying rate (as explained in Algorithm 1). The confidence weight (α k ) represents the performance of the classifier. It is later used to represent the strength of the classifier when the results from several classifiers are combined in the evaluation step. The ratio of success to unsuccess rate (β k ) is used as the new weights of the misclassified groups in the next iteration. Basically, this β k is larger than 1. Hence, the classifier constructed in the next iteration will be specialized to the previously misclassified instances.
Algorithm 1 shows the GRE-based boosting technique in details. The algorithm starts with the initial training set T 1 ={ (G 1 ,w 11 ) ,. . .,(G n ,w n1 )} with G i ={c i1 ,. . .,c ir i } and c i j =(X i j ,y i j ), where G i is the group of unknown word candidates generated for the i-th unregistered portion, c i j is the j-th candidate of the i-th unregistered portion, w i1 is an initial weight (set to 1 at the first iteration) given to G i , n is the number of unregistered portions, r i is the number of unknown word candidates generated for the i-th unregistered portion, X i j is the set of feature values representing c i j , and y i j ∈ {−1, 1} is the target attribute of c i j (designated as the class label), stating whether c i j is the correct unknown word (1) or not (−1). K iterations are conducted to construct a sequence of base classifiers. At the k-th iteration, a training set (G 1 ,1),. . .,(G n ,1)} ; T k is fed to INDUCER to construct a base classifier m k . The classifier is then evaluated by GRE-INCOR yielding E k ⊆ T k , a set of misclassified groups. e k , the error rate of the classifier m k , can be calculated from E k . It is used to calculated α k , and β k which are the parameters showing the confidence level of the classifier, and the weight for the iteration. Finally, the weight w ik of the misclassified group is set to β k . Otherwise, it is set to 1.
(4) Voting Group-based Ranking Evaluation
From the previous step, we obtain a sequence of base classifiers. Each classifier is attached with its confidence weight (α k ). In this section, we propose a technique called "Voting Group-based Ranking Evaluation" to evaluate a group of unknown word candidates, and predict the unknown word by combining votes from all base classifiers. Figure 6 shows the process to evaluate a given group of unknown word candidates. Each candidate in the group is fed to all the classifiers to obtain the probabilities that the candidate is a correct unknown word. Each probability is weighted by the confidence weight of the corresponding classifier. These weighted probabilities are summed for each candidate. The candidate with the highest summed probability value is finally chosen as an unknown word.
Algorithm 2 shows the evaluation process in details. This algorithm uses as inputs a set of K classification models M = { (m 1 , α 1 ) , . . ., (m K ,α K ) } and a testing set R = {G 1 , . . ., G n } with G i = {c i1 , . . ., c ir i } and c i j = (X i j ) where m k is the model generated at the k-th iteration, α k is the confidence weight of m k . G i is the group of unknown word candidates generated for the i-th unregistered portion, c i j is the j-th candidate of the i-th unregistered portion, n is the number of unregistered portions, r i is the number of unknown word candidates generated for the i-th unregistered portion. Then, each base classifier m k and each candidate 
Algorithm 2: Voting GRE (V-GRE)
Data: M: a set of base classifiers, R: a set of unknown word groups Result: C: the set a member of which is the set of the p suggested unknown words for each unregistered portion c i j are fed to the function CLASSIFIER to get p i jk , the probability that the candidate is an unknown word based on the model. This probability is weighted by α k , and added into the corresponding summation s i j . Finally, the top-t candidates are chosen and returns as a set of predicted unknown works by TOP-t-CANDIDATE. 
Experimental Results
In the experiment, we used a corpus of 16,703 medicalrelated documents gathered from WWW [31] with a size of 8.4 MB for evaluation. The corpus is first preprocessed by removing HTML tags and all undesirable punctuations. To construct a set of features, we apply TCCs and the sorted sistring technique. After applying word segmentation on the running text, we have detected 55,158 unregistered portions. Based on these unregistered portions, 3,209,306 unknown word candidates are generated according to the process shown in Sect. 4.2. Moreover, these 55,158 unregistered portions came from only 3,763 distinct words. In practice, each group of candidates may contain one or two positive labels. Therefore, 62,489 unknown candidates were assigned as positive and 3,146,819 unknown candidates were assigned as negative. The average number of unknown candidates in a group is around 58. Based on preliminarily statistical analysis of the Thai lexicon, we found that the average number of TCCs in a word is around 4.5. In this work, to limit the number of generated unknown word candidates, the maximum number of TCCs surrounding an unregistered portion (h) is set to nine. This number is twice of the average number of TCCs in a word. With h = 9, the number of generated unknown word candidates becomes 100. Moreover, it is possible to use two sets of separation markers in Sect. 4.2 to reduce the number of candidates. Table 1 shows the number of candidates generated with/without applying two sets of separation markers to reduce the number of candidates. The second and fourth columns indicate the distinct and total numbers, respectively. The third and fifth columns shows the ratio over the number of candidates generated without considering any separation markers for the cases of distinct and total numbers, respectively.
Exploiting a naïve Bayes classifier as the base classifier, the proposed methods, GRE-based boosting (later for short, GRE) and V-GRE, are used to learn ensemble classifiers and to identify an unknown word. For V-GRE, the boosting iteration is set to ten. That is, sequentially ten classifiers are generated and used as Classification committees. Moreover, to evaluate our proposed method in detail, we have conducted the experiments to examine the effect of eight features, (f1)-(f8) shown in Sect. 4.3.1, on the classification result by comparing performance of each possible feature combination with the others.
In the experiments, 10-fold cross validation is employed to compare the proposed methods (GRE and V-GRE) to the record-based naive Bayesian method (R-NB). The R-NB is a traditional naive Bayesian method, where all instances in the training/testing set are assumed to be independent of each others. We investigate the performance of GRE, V-GRE, and R-NB when the top-t candidates with t ranging from 1 to 10, are considered as correct answers. Table 2 displays the performance of two group-based evaluations; GRE and V-GRE, as well as R-NB in cases of the all-feature set (f1-f8) and the best-5 feature sets ((f3,f4,f7), (f3,f4,f5), (f3,f4,f8), (f2,f4,f6,f7), (f4,f6,f8)). More precisely the all-feature set performs well at rank 12 among all possible combinations (255 methods). According to the result, a number of conclusions can be made as follows.
Firstly, V-GRE outperformed GRE in both the allfeature set and the best-5 feature sets for all top-t ranks. For the top-1 rank of the all-feature case, V-GRE achieved an accuracy of 90.93%±0.50 while GRE gained 84.14%±0.19. For a higher rank, V-GRE still outperformed GRE even the grap becomes smaller, e.g., at rank-10 V-GRE and GRE gains 97.90%±0.26 while GRE gains 97.25%±0.17. V-GRE outperforms GRE with a gap of 6.79 (90.93%-84.14%) for the top-1 rank. This gap is very small for the top-10 rank, i.e., 0.01 (97.26%-97.25%). In cases of the best feature set (f3,f4,f7), V-GRE can achieve up to 93.93%±0.22 and 98.85%±0.15 accuracy, for the top-1 and top-10 rank, respectively while GRE obtains 84.15%±0.64 and 97.24%±0.27, respectively. The result indicates that V-GRE is superior to GRE with the gaps of 9.78 and 1.61 for the top-1 and top-10 rank, respectively.
Secondly, V-GRE obtains higher accuracy than the record-based naive Bayesian (R-NB) does in most cases. However, GRE may not be superior to R-NB in the case of the top-1 rank but it outperforms R-NB in the case of the top-2 rank. Thirdly, our proposed V-GRE and GRE can find the correct unknown words within the rank of 10 (top-10) with the relatively high accuracy of 97%-98%. As a deep analysis, we investigate the performance of our proposed V-GRE based on the top-1 rank, with consideration of two factors, e.g., size of unknown word candidate (TCC) and their occurrence frequency in the corpus. In an investigation of the first factor, we plot a recall graph to represent the numbers of correctly classified unknown words against the numbers of actual unknown words, respect to their size as shown in Fig. 7 , for the cases of the all-feature and the best-feature. Here, the size of unknown word range from one TCCs to more than or equal ten TCCs.
The figure shows that unknown words usually have a size of 4-7 TCCs. Our V-GRE with the consideration of all features, cannot well extract short and long unknown words but it achieves higher recall for unknown words with a moderate length. Only 48.82% and 77.11% recalls are obtained for 1 and 2 TCCs and only 66.30%, 77.51%, and 60.04 % recalls are gained for 8, 9 and 10 TCCs. While most unknown words are not too short and too long, our V-GRE can obtain up to 97.06%, 96.10%, 92.05% and 88.58% recall for moderate-length unknown words of 3-6 TCCs, respectively. In contrast, by the V-GRE using the best feature set, we can gain high accuracy on short unknown words, i.e. 92.05%-100% for unknown words with 1-5 TCCs. Anyway, it is still difficult to detect long unknown words, i.e., 42.58%-77.51% for unknown words with longer than 7 TCCs.
In addition, we also plotted the graph that indicated the numbers of correctly classified unknown word against the predicted unknown words, respect to their size as shown in Fig. 8 . From the result, V-GRE with all features and V-GRE with the best feature set gain similar precisions. They range between 63.05%-95.47% for the all-feature set while they are 55.37%-98.24% for the best-feature set. Both obtain high precisions when the predicted unknown words contain 6-8 TCCs.
As another exploration, we plotted the numbers of actual unknown words and correctly classified unknown words (recall), against occurrence frequency as shown in Fig. 9 . From the graph, the V-GRE achieves 71.47% up to 99.38% recall for the all-feature set when the occurrence frequency of the detected unknown words are ranging from smaller to larger frequencies. The V-GRE obtains 80.75% to 98.34% for the best-feature set. There is no much precision difference among unknown words with different frequency occurrences. It is observed that the V-GRE with the all-feature set gains a low recall when the occurrence frequency is high. Lastly, we plot the numbers of predicted unknown words and correctly classified unknown words, against occurrence frequency as shown in Fig. 10 . According to the result, there is not much difference between the all-feature set and the best-feature set.
Using all features, V-GRE achieves up to 60.92% to 92.04% precision in predicting unknown candidates while it obtains up to 87.07% to 98.45% when the best-feature set is applied. From the graphs, when occurrence frequency increases, both recall and precision increase. However, one observation is that the best-feature set dominantly performs very well for the region of high occurrence frequency but not so good for unknown words with low frequency. In contrast, the all-feature set performs well in all ranges of occurrence frequency but achieves low performance for high occurrence frequency.
Error Analysis
From the experimental results, the proposed method still misclassified some instances. Some candidates labeled as incorrect answers, were classified as correct ones. The proposed technique tends to select some common substrings as the correct unknown words instead of extending the boundary to cover the actual unknown words. For example, the string " " (hydroxide) is chosen as the correct candidate instead of " " (Sodium hydroxide). A potential reason of this error is that some strings tend to be a part of various terms, such as " " (Magnesium hydroxide) and " " (Calcium hydroxide). This makes the sistring frequency (N f ) of the common substrings become higher than that of the whole terms. Based on the experimental results, we found that this feature is one of the most important features to identify the unknown word candidates. This may lead the classifier to select the common substrings instead of the longer actual unknown words. We plan to overcome this problem in our future works.
Furthermore, we are still have some misspelled strings in the corpus, for example " " (correctly writing: " ") (meaning: perennial plant), " " (correctly writing: " ") (meaning: protect with). These noisy words in corpus may effect feature values, and the prediction accuracy. We plan to perform more data cleaning to correct or remove all the noisy data.
For V-GRE with the all-feature set, we found out that among the 7,322 misclassified groups, the detected unknown words of 100 groups are longer than they should be while shorter unknown words are predicted for the rest of 7,222 groups. For V-GRE with the best-feature set, the 7,424 misclassified groups are composed of 1,689 longer unknown words and 5,735 shorter unknown words predicted.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an automated method to recognize unknown words from a Thai running text. We described how to map the problem to a classification task. The naïve Bayes with a smoothing technique classifier is investigated using eight features: number of TCCs, number of known words, string length, number of left and right TCCs variety, probabilistic of special character occuring on left and right, number of document found, term frequency and TFIDF scores, for evaluating the model. In practice, the unknown word candidates actually have relationship among them. To reduce the complexity in unknown word boundary identification, reduction approaches are employed to decrease a number of generated unknown word candidates to 49%. This paper also proposed the group-based ranking evaluation technique. This technique considered the unknown word candidates as groups that can solved the unbalanced datasets problem. To further improve the prediction of a classifier, we apply a boosting technique with voting under group-based ranking evaluation (V-GRE). We have conducted a set of experiments on real-world data to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. From the experiment results, the proposed technique achieves the accuracy of the order of 90.93%±0.50 to 97.90%±0.26 at the first rank and tenth rank.
Our proposed ensemble method can achieve an increase in classification accuracy of the order of 6.79% to 8.45% at the first rank when compared to the ordinary evaluation and group-based ranking evaluation (GRE) technique, respectively.
